FEATURING:
The compact 35" height of this mirror allows it to be installed in upper hanging sections.
- Extends and swings into a variety of positions.
- The compact 35" height of this mirror allows it to be installed in upper hanging sections.
- 3 adjustable opening positions & ability to mount to side panel with only 4 screws.

A sleek, modest design with an easy to pull handle adds style and functionality to a closet.

DIMENSIONS:
- Height: 35"
- Width: 13⅛"
- Safe Swing Distance: 35" to 64"

SLIDES:
-スライドミラー

FANDLE:
-スイッチング・モード

For desired mirror position, place bracket in one of three holes:
1. First hole next to bracket > 90° of rotation
2. Second (middle) hole, 90° of rotation
3. Third (last) hole, < 90° of rotation

OPTIONS:
- BACK: 100-19072 26th Ave T  G
- 18" - 58" to 64" VOLUME
- 300.3410.35.MAL:
  - ALUMINUM
  - MATTE
  - SLATE
  - MATT GOLD
  - OIL RUBBED BRONZE

SPEC:
- 300.3410.35.xxx:
  - MATTE ALUMINUM
  - MATT SLATE
  - MATT-GOLD
  - OIL RUBBED BRONZE